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 EDITORIAL             
 
“There is a crowd ahead,” I said, “at the public boards.”
“They seem angry,” he said.
(Magicians of Gor)  

The latest cases I am working on deals with the issue of behavior of free women. There is 
a difference between the way a free woman is expected to act and the way a slave is 
expected to act. Free women are held in a higher regard by free men than a slave. 

A slave is only property and has no rights or freedom. Free women have rights, the ability 
to own property and gather wealth. Free women can become the most cherish women of 
men, their Free Companion.

With these freedoms, that a free woman has, comes responsibility to act and behave in a 
certain matter. The free woman has the freedoms because men allow them to have them. 
They can lose these freedoms by not taking the responsibilities that come with them 
seriously. 

I urge all free women to take the responsibility and freedom, given to them my men, 
serious and not let it me taken away. 

Any  news, articles, poems, gossip, schedules, paintings, jokes you have, please send 
them to the editor or co-editor. You are looking for a free companion, a slave, an assassin? 
Advertisements are very welcome.

Sherman Easterwood 
Magistrate of Landa 
Co-Editor the Landa times



 
______________________________________________

CITY NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

________________

- NEW CITIZENS

Please welcome Lady Ann (Anne Yaud), Gemstone Merchant at Isle of Landa,  Lady Tassy 
(Arella Ohmai), merchant and free companion of Asathor, Jai (Castaignede), former 
lieutnant of Port Cos, new member of the scarlet caste of Landa, and his slave caliia 
(resident), and lady Mazana Juventa, merchant caste and slaver, and others... (sorry, if I 
forgot somebody, but we got too many applications...)

- NEWS

LANDA ARRESTS TWO IN TAKING OF WARSHIP

Two free women were charged with theif regarding the taking of a Landa warship from the 
Landa dock. The investigation is continuing and it is not clear how the men ended up on 
the ship. One has been served a warrant and is awaiting a decision by the Magistrate. The 
other is being investigated. A warrant and decision by the Magistrate is pending on her as 
well. The accused are Lady Ann and Lady Dryad, both citizens of Landa. It is expected 
that a decision will be coming soon and will be published in the Landa Times. 

Sherman Easterwood 
Magistrate of Landa

KURRI PLOT REVEALED

Further to the report in last weeks VoG, the mystery plague affecting the capital of Tyros 
has been traced to a kurri poison. This seems to have been introduced into the city's 
drinking supply by a Kurri agent.

Our brilliant Physician here in Landa, explained the modus operandi and the identification 
process  clearly and naturally. He also said scornfully that he couldn't be held accountable 
for people's  untutored speculations as to the nature of the disease. 

Some possibly over hasty reaction  by certain authorities was, most probably, induced by 
the fear that it might have been an outbreak of Bazi plague. This is understandable in view 
of its deadly nature. We are lucky in Landa to have capable and judicious authorities who 
did not panic. Sensible precautionary measures were quickly put in place and all 
suspected carriers were cleared after exhaustive tests.

Your reporter: Lady Vikki, former citizen of Landa



BLACKWINE BEANS MISSING

Asathor, the new tavern keeper of Landa, has been sent out to look for blackwine beans 
as Thentis is no more.

- ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE ADMIN

SWEARING THE OATH

 It is hoped that a homestone swearing ceremony can be held:
 
 - second day of the fifth hand of the Month of Camerius (Ar) 
 (1.00 pm PDT on Friday 10 June 11, with another at 6.00 pm the same day)
 
If anyone cannot make either of these times, or dates, alternative arrangements can be 
made.

Legal basis:

Caste laws and public laws of Landa:
2.1.1.2 Swearing the Oath. 
Each applicant shall be presented by a sponsor who will already be a sworn citizen of the 
city. The Administrator shall lead the ceremony and retains the right to refuse citizenship to 
anyone he deems unsuitable.  If allowed to proceed, each applicant will be offered bread, 
salt and fire by the Administrator.  Each applicant then kisses the home stone and swears 
allegiance.  The Administrator then proclaims them full citizens.  In the event that the 
Administrator is unable to perform the ceremony himself he may appoint a representative 
to conduct the ceremony for him.  

Allegiance to a homestone, not a physical structure, defines communities:
"The community of those who had been Waniyanpi, of course, was not identified with a 
particular area of land, and certainly not with a territory occupied under the conditions of a 
leased tenancy. It now, in the Gorean fashion, for the first time, tended to be identified with 
a Home Stone. The community could now, if it wished, the Home Stone moving, even 
migrate to new lands. In Gorean law allegiances to a Home Stone, and not physical 
structures and locations, tend to define communities."
(Blood Brothers of Gor)   

MEETING AND ELECTION: HEAD OF THE MERCHANT CASTE

A meeting of the merchant caste will be:
4th day of the fifth hand of the Month of Camerius (Ar)
( Sunday (12 June 2011 2 pm PDT)

Topics: election of the head of the caste
Legal basis:

1.1  Landa Government
While the Merchant Caste does not hold a seat on the council it is not unusual for coin to 



purchase influence particularly in prosperous Gorean realms where trade plays a powerful 
role.  To reenact that influence two High Caste votes will be cast at the direction of the 
Head of the Merchant Caste.  Those influenced votes will rotate among the council 
members.  To ensure the government never loses sight of the will of the citizens of Landa 
council members can be removed by a proper election of their caste.  

4.1.1 Head of Caste 
The Head of Caste shall be responsible for maintaining standards of the caste within the 
city.  Head of Caste shall be appointed by their caste and serve at the discretion of the 
High Council.  A Head of Caste shall serve for the term of year before which they may step 
down, be dismissed by a majority vote of the High Council or at the decree of the 
Administrator.  

REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE LOWER CASTES IN THE COUNCIL OF LANDA

I appoint Blade (Snowdrop), master Assassin of Landa, as representative for the lower 
castes in the council of Landa.

Legal basis:

4.2. Lower Castes
Lower Castes shall be represented on the council by a single non-voting representative 
who shall be responsible for voicing the concerns and opinions of the lower castes of the 
city.  Said representative shall be appointed by the Administrator and serves until they step 
down or are dismissed and replaced by another.  

REMINDER

- You should never call people by their title with strangers about. It is not good security.

- Your avatar  must be older than one month to roleplay on this sim (for exceptions ask the 
admin).

_______________________________________________

THE LANDA  SOCIAL  SCENE

ZAR

I put a zar board at the tent in Landa. Everybody can use it.

Zar: a board game of the Tahari. The board is marked in squares, but the pieces, 9 per 
player and called 'pebbles', are placed at the intersections of the lines. Movement is 
somewhat like that of checkers, but without capturing of pieces. The object of the game is 
to effect a complete exchange of the original placement of the pieces. (Tribesman of Gor, 
p.265)
(similar to Halma on earth)

The Admin



MERCHANT OF GOR TOURNAMENT IN LANDA

Results:
Electra McMasters city of Farnacium (first)
Maxxie Klaar, merchant of Landa (second)
Yuroki Uriza, Admin of Landa (third)

________________

LYRICS

By Taunus Trumbo

The Master Taught His Girl the Ways of Gor

Earth girl kept I in tower as my own
Her tender treasure trove alone to bone
She needs to learn the ways of Gor I feel
And socialize with other girls so real
Instruct her in the basic ways must I
At least impart some things for her to try
“My dearest girl before the free you kneel”
She knew the “Nadu” buttocks kissing heel
The palms are up means that you’re free for use
The knees are spread at angle so obtuse
To part your pussy lips for Master’s look
I tell you this, it’s written in the book
John Norma gives the basic posture true
A girl should practice posture through and through

Nadu for free men only pretty tart
Free Women want no nether lips to part
For them the “Tower” is a true must do
Hold knees together palms are downward too
This is the way the book says it must be
I think with bracelet posture to make three
Will do a girl in every circumstance
Of course there’s more expression in a dance
But that’s another lesson to be learned
Today into a girl’s mind these be burned
For men and women free kneel in the way
I have instructed you, that is to say
For women Tower, men in Nadu kneel
They are the basic ones I strongly feel

A girl who’s new to Gor needs only say
A few short phrases in her “salad day”
Lady is “Mistress,” nothing more to add
Free man is “Master,” be He prince or cad
“Yes Master” or “No Master” will suffice



Stare downwards girl, don’t look him in his eyes
When greeting free it’s “Greetings Master” first
Then “Greetings Mistress” and to slaves the worst
Speak not unless permission’s given clear
Then in third person to the listening ear
And never, never call a Free by name
Such will disgrace a Master and bring shame
So there you have it girl some simple rules
Enough to start a girl with basic tools

_______________________________________________

REGIONAL NEWS

NYUKI MAGISTRATE KILLED!

2nd day of the forth Hand of the Month of Camerius (Ar) 

[21:58]  Ehnnanola Bogbat: spread the word far and wide to every single ALLIE
21:59]  Ehnnanola Bogbat hands the scroll to OMar... "Go to fina"
[21:59]  Omar Nadir: It will be done
[21:59]  Ehnnanola Bogbat hands the scroll to fleur well - "Go to Port Jad"
[22:00]  Fleur (kallista.rasa) receives the scroll as she nods to the Regent "yes Mistress, I 
will go to Port Jad."
[22:02]  Ehnnanola Bogbat: Lion, go to Turia" she says and hands Lion notetation with the 
infor on the scroll
Sends runners to the STA 

THENTIS IS NO MORE

Runners coming to Nyuki, have urgently reported that the Priest Kings have unleashed the 
BLUE FLAME on Thentis.  

The City of Thentis is no more.  

Yes, the City of Thentis had wars and history with many cities of the STA. But, they were 
BTB and it now saddens even us, to know that another City falls into dust.  

The homestone, however, is safe and secured from our investigations into the matter.

Maybe one day it will rise again.. but for now.......... Ashes to Ashes, Dust to Dust.

PLAGUE STRIKES TYROS

An unidentified plague has struck the city of Tyros.The authorities have taken all 
precautionary measures, including closing the city. This has resulted in massive disruption 
of commerce and travel.

Your correspondent was one of the last to leave the stricken city before the gates were 
closed. One could hear the tumult from the dockside as numerous visitors, and, it must be 



said, citizens tried to escape.

When I returned to Landa I stayed outside the city and sent a message to the 
administration, informing them of the plague and that I might have contracted it. They 
sensibly quarantined me on an island with a boy  who had come into contact with me. This 
was fortunate as he was able to look after all my needs.

After the prescribed period of quarantine I showed no ill effects , neither did the boy. We 
were thoroughly examined, and as there were no signs of plague we were able to resume 
our lives.

No reports have yet been received From Tyros. It is to be hoped that this plague is not 
serious, and that normal intercourse will soon be resumed. 

Special correspondent: Lady Vikki

BOUNTY ON KUR'S HEAD

Tuesday, 07 Jun 2011 04:32:48 GMT 

Tal Friends,
For putting a bounty on the Ubara of Fina, Lady Mirella, I have put a bounty on the head of 
Kur of Clearchus (Anarch Allegiere). The respective order will be delivered through 
roleplay by my High Magistrate Lady Rhiannan Khandr. I request the assistance of our 
allies and friends.

Murat

ALLIANCE CITY OF VONDA - PIEDMONT

Tal citizens and slaves of Piedmont, (and you others that hide in the woods).
We are now officially allied to the City of Vonda for Trade and Military purposes. All are 
welcome to visit Vonda, there is a superb Academy there and a library that contains 
everything that you could think of.
Warriors of Piedmont, I will send a separate note about what " Military Purposes" means.
Please make welcome any visitors of Vonda to our village.
Ty 
Ambassador

_______________________________________________

CASTE REPORTS OF LANDA
________________________

RED CASTE

THIEVERY BY FREE WOMEN OF LANDA?

This Report is written the 6th day of the month of June in the year 2011 (By barbarian 



Calendar)

On this day while seeing to the gates of Landa and guests visiting from abroad three of the 
cities FW admitted to using the battleship degned as a military vessel for the Warriors of 
Landa and the Mercenaries of Port Shilo. At which time the Captain of the Mercenaries 
catching them in the act attacked and captured them demanding their arrest. Upon the 
orders of the Administrator two of the FW that were captured were released to the disdain 
of the warriors both of Landa and Shilo.
In these reports are detailed mentions of the use of the boat by the woman in question as 
well admitance of its use verbally.
Signed 
Commander of Landa
Trip Rift

________________________

BLUE CASTE

This week has been relatively quiet. The Scribe office seems to be in dire need of 
cleaning.

I would like to remind the Slave Owners that a physical exam is not a slave paper. If you 
don't want your ownership questions, please be sure to talk to me to get the papers in 
order. There is a fee, but it is negotiable.

MAGISTRATE

This was a busy week for the magistrate's office. We had an incident that still awaits his 
rule and I hope it will be a wise one.

The result will be announced in the next edition of this paper.

________________________

GREEN CASTE

From the Infirmary
Notice to all citizens. 

For the general health and welfare of all free citizens of the the City of Landa, Port Shilo, 
and its surrounding areas, please be advised that all new slaves brought to the city, 
however obtained, must undergo a physical examination by an authorized member of the 
Green Caste, and if such is required, a pest decontamination. This should take place 
within 48 hours of their arrival. 

Before such examination, please do not allow such newly acquired slave near a water 
supply, or to handle food, and it is suggested that intimate contact also be delayed. 

A copy of all slave exams will be filed with the City Chief Scribe, and such are public 
records. Copies may be obtained for an appropriate fee to be determined by the Scribery . 

The Infirmary Fee for a slave examination is two copper tarsks, which includes one sealed 



copy of the original report for the owner of the property.

Judygirl Beck
Head Physician

Tal Citizens.
I am writing this to inform you of a situation that has spiraled out of control. Lady Viki was 
quarantined on an island as a precaution to an apparent plague. After research and time, 
Lady Viki was found not to have anything wrong. She had not even been close to an 
infected person. The source of this outbreak is Kasra., And it is a poisoning of a water 
supply by the Kur. 

I urge all citizens to contact a Full Physician of the city if they have any concerns. I 
understand people get panicky when they hear the word plague, But rest assured. No one 
is at risk of catching anything.  

Warmest regards
Lucius Heartsdale.
Physician of Landa.

REMARK: Lucius left Landa for unknown reasons.

NEW PHYSICIAN

Brett (Brett2000McMasters Resident) is new member of the green caste of landa.

________________________

MERCHANT CASTE

- TAVERN AND INN OF LANDA

Coins from sales at Tavern and Inn

By this paper im allowing slaves to recive the coins from any sales they do in the tavern, it 
should be then given to me or any of my slaves later so they pass it to me also, why, well 
im the one that buys the goods, so they are not for free, not for me not for you all, who 
does the sale tells me please what been consumed, as i have a warehouse so i know what 
been used and how much i should recive, also if you are owned by someone else, thre will 
be compensation for the job you did to your owner....

Asathor, tavern keeper and inn keeper of landa...



WAREHOUSE OF LANDA

by Asathor (Osiris Scorpio), new tavern keeper of Landa

Barrel                                      buy price    Quantity owned in recipes                      

Kalana Barrel                        8GC Barrel                              0    
Paga barrel                           4GC  Barrel                            120
SUL PAGA                              5GC  Barrel                              0
MEAD                                      8GC Barrel                              0
TURIAN WINE                       14GC Barrel                            120
TURIAN LIQUEOR                16GC Barrel                              0
RENCE BEER                           5GC  Barrel                              0 
SAIAHALAYB                        9GC  Barrel                              0

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Barrel/ingredient               buy price    Quantity owned in recipes

TEA ((herbs))                        2GC Barrel                             0    
BAZI TEA                               2GC Barrel                             0
KAL-DA                                  4GC Barrel                             0
CHOCOLATE                          4GC Barrel                             0
BOSK MILK                           2GC Barrel                              0
BLACKWINE                          2GC Barrel                              0
SPRING WATER                     5SC Barrel                              0 
CITRUS JUICE                         2GC Barrel                               

- SLAVE HOUSES

 The HoY slave Levana Noel has been sold to Brandon and is called Aleah now.
 

- BANK OF LANDA

Most cities have a Street of Coins, an area where banking is done. "Sometimes, of course, 
certain areas specialize in, or are known for, given types of services or products. Each city 
usually has, for example, its "Street of Coins." On such a street, or in such an area, its 
banking will largely be done. Similarly most cities will have their "Street of Brands," on 
which street, or in which area, one would expect to find the houses of its slavers. (Fighting 
Slave of Gor)

Landa has its own bank and coins now. The bank is privately owned, but the company got 
a banking license from the city of Landa, the mint too.

COIN EXHIBTION IN SERENA PISCES

Exhibition of coins which are used in Gor at the moment (non-copyable prims coins only).

Check out how the coins look like from: Landa, Oasis of Klima, Tentium/Tyros, Port Cos, 



Piedmont, Outpost of Tafa, Besnitt, Ostia, Rose Isle, Sais, Vonda, Rarn - City of Copper, 
Ayin, Port Kar, Treve, Thentis, Teveh Pass, former Telnus and Ka'zahr.

Feel free to contribute!

CURRENCY REFORM IN LANDA

Landa got new coins! The  front side and backside of the coins are different now and they 
look better. The gold coins are now called "Ianda gold tarn". The ten silver coin does no 
longer exist.

You have three weeks in order to exchange the old coins in new ones. From the third 
Hand of Month of En`Var (First Resting) the old Ianda coins are not longer valid and will 
not longer be accepted.

Landa CURRENCY SYSTEM 5.0

CONTENT

 1.    General Remarks
 2.    Frequently Asked Question
 3.    Denominations
 4.    Interest  Rates
 5.    Foreign Currency Exchange Rates
 6.    Wages
 7.    Taxes
 8.    General Prizes
 9.    Slave prizes
______________________________________________

1. GENERAL REMARKS

Welcome to Landa, a thriving and growing port town built on commerce and trade. In this 
pouch are some coins to start you off.  

The Currency system put in place here in Landa is to further your role-playing experience 
by offering a value for  the things you commonly use everyday. While we are aware there 
is far more to the currencies floating around in Gor, we have chosen to simplify things for 
all involved. It doesn't mean outside currency isn't any good here, by all means, it is 
welcomed as long as you can find someone willing to accept it. Landa uses nothing but 
Tarsks for its currency. Ask the bank for the actual currency exchange rates.

The city only pays City employees, not every Citizen. It is up to the merchants, builders, 
bakers, seamstresses, to RP to make their coin. Please remember this when You are 
Rping ... hoarding your coin and not using it as intended will just cause the economy to fail, 
so please visit merchants, buy candles for Your homes ... bath supplies ... new cloth for a 
shirt ... there is so much that can be rped to bring a really fun aspect and help the sim 
grow.
______________________________________________



2. FAQ

Question: Will I need a different meter or a new hud?
Answer: Not at all.  You will get the Landa coins; they are in your inventory, not copyable 
but transfer.

Question: How will I get coins?
Answer: All free citizen get a Landa Coin Wallet to be able to start (meet a banker to get 15 
copper tarsks), Visitors can get a free wallet in front of the bank building (three copper 
tarsks).

8 Ianda copper tarsk bit coins
4 copper tarsks
1 silver tarsk

Advices:
- If you are a citizen of Landa: Visit the HoY bank of Landa - the owner is Rarius Yuroki 
(Yuroki Uriza). You will get the Landa Coin Wallet 3.0 (in your inventory) if you show your 
citizen application of Landa as a proof.

- Rezz the pouch/wallet and copy the content (coins) in your inventory. That's all. You can 
rezz the coins and roleplay and/or put it the inventory of other people.
- If you are a visitor: Do something useful in Landa. The citizens will pay you for that. For 
example: Offer protection for a Free Woman who needs to travel. Trade with one of the 
merchants. Write an article for the Landa Times and offer it to the Scribes. Sell a slave to 
one of the slaver houses. 

Question: Can I change other currencies (i.e. Treve coins, Vonda coins, Tyros coins, coins 
of Klima, Port Kar coins) with the Landa coins?
Answer: Yes. Please note that the current values are set by the merchant caste of Landa. 
If you receive coins from other cities the bank will take them and exchange them for Landa 
Coins.

______________________________________________

3. DENOMINATIONS

The Creators of these coins are not responsible for any issues that might arise with use of 
these coins. (Only coins made by Yuroki Uriza are valid.)

Ianda coins: 
Ianda-1-new-copper-tarsk-bit
Ianda-1-new-copper-tarsk
Ianda-1-new-silver-tarsk
Ianda-5-new-silver-tarsk
Ianda-1-new-gold-tarn
Ianda-double-new-gold-tarm

  8 Ianda copper tarsk bits =   1 copper tarsk
10 Ianda copper tarsks = 1 silver tarsk
10 Ianda silver tarsks = 1 gold tarn



In order to save our fingers it has been suggested we use the following acronyms for 
currency:

copper  tarsk  bit..........ctb
copper tarsk..................Ct
silver tarsk.....................St
gold  tarn......................Gt

So 2 silver, 5 copper tarsks, 3 copper tarsk bits = 2 St 5 Ct 3 ctb

______________________________________________

4. INTEREST RATES

These will  be charged at a  rate of  1;40 per  hand rounded  up  to the  nearest  ctb. 
(eg.1st for  1 hand  incurs 2 ctb  per  hand  or  part  thereof ) (If you borrow 3 st for 5 hands 
you will be charged (3x2ctb)x5 hands =30 ctb or..... (3  ct 6 ctb)  

____________________________________________

5. FOREIGN CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES

06/06/2011

The HoY Bank accepts and converts
(NON COPYABLE PRIM COINS ONLY)

HOY BANK
Coins of Ianda (made by the mint of Landa, branch of the HoY bank, named: Ianda Tarsk)
Coins of Oasis of Klima (made by the mint of Landa, branch of the HoY bank) 1 Ianda 
Tarsk = 1 Klima Tarsk
Coins of Tentium/Tyros (made by the mint of Landa, branch of the HoY bank) 1: 1 but 
charge 10% conversion of coins from allied cities (those Tentium have trade agreements 
with) and 20% for all others)

CITIES WHICH USE COINS MADE BY THE MINT OF LANDA
Coins of Tafa Trading Post (made by the mint of Landa) 1:1
Coins of Piedmont (made by the mint of Landa) 1:1

CITIES WHICH USE THEIR OWN COINS BUT CONVERT COINS OF IANDA
Coins of Rose Isles  (they accept Ianda coins) 1:1 (contract)
Coins of Port Kar  (they accept Ianda coins) 1:1 (contract)
Coins of Sais (they accept Ianda coins) 1:1 (contract)
City of Turia 1 ingot for every 124 tarns/tarsks of the same metal (contract)

CITIES WHICH DO NOT ACCEPT IANDA COINS
Coins of Treve (Tarn system, made by Koh Gausman) 1 Ianda Tarsk = 2 Treve tarn
Coins of Besnitt (made by Yuroki Uriza) 1: 1 
Coins of new Vonda (made by Venus Flytrap) 1:2
Coins of Ka'Zahr (made by Maria Tisane or Xander Tzal) 1:2
Rarn - City of Copper (made by Kitten Muhindra) 1:2



OLD COINS
Coins of Thentis (Thentis do not convert coins of Landa) 1 Ianda Tarsk = 10 Thentis Tarsks
Coins of Port Cos (made by the mint of Landa, branch of the HoY bank) 1:2
Coins of former Vonda (made by Jarvis Quan, new Vonda does not convert coins of 
Landa) 1 Ianda Tarsk = 5 Vonda Tarsks
Coins of former Port of Victoria (made by Deb alcott) 1 Ianda Tarsk = 5 Victoria Tarsks
Coins of Imperial Ar (made by Asea Andel) 1 Ianda Tarsk = 1 Imperial Ar Tarsk
The old Landa coins (named: Landa Tarsk) are not longer valid.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Coins of Ostia (made by the mint of Landa) 1:1 
Coins of Tampica (under construction)

Fluctuations in exchange rates are possible.
______________________________________________
                                                            
6. WAGES     
                                                                                                 
Being  negotiated
______________________________________________

7. TAXES 

Being  calculated
______________________________________________

8. GENERAL PRICES

This is only a guide to explain how wages and taxes have been administered. It is up to 
each person to set their prices as well as RPing using their money wisely. There would 
have been haggling and bartering as well as different castes living differently.

5 copper tarsk bits  for imitation blackwine (cut with cosk dung and Urt tails)
5 copper bits - tea
5 copper bits - juices
5 copper bits - milk

2 copper tarsk bits  - pastries
1 copper tarsk bit  - breads
1-2 copper tarsk  - paga

1 copper tarsk 2  ctb - bath
2 copper tarsk2 ctb - meal inc bosk meat, cheese, vulo, 
3 copper tarsk bits - Strigil, sponge and oil
4 copper tarsk - box of arrows
2 copper tarsk bits - use of a bath girl
1 copper tarsk - wines, mead, ale (cup, horn, tankard)
2-4 copper tarsk - fodder & stable rental
4 copper tarsk - cheap Ka-la-na
5 copper tarsk - night at the tavern (breakfast and slave not included)
5 copper tarsk - ownership papers



5 copper tarsk - quality slave collar
5 copper tarsk - use of tarn cot and meat for your tarn
7 copper tarsk - bottle of Ka-la-na
3 copper tarsk - cup of blackwine from Thentis
1 silver  tarsk - bottle of Turian wine

5 copper  tarsk - common less expensive Free Women perfume
1 silver tarsk -rare and expensive Free Women perfume

1 silver tarsk - cask of paga
2 silver  tarsk- cask of mead, ale
3 silver tarsk - keg of paga
4 silver tarsk -keg of mead, ale

2 copper bits - various crates of native vegetables
3 copper bits - various crates of imported vegetables

2 copper bits - sack of sa tarna flour
3 copper tarsks  - sack of yellow sugar
1 copper tarsk  - sack of red sugar
5 copper tarsk- small sack of black wine beans
1 silver tarsk - large sack of black wine beans
40 gold tarns per 25 stone weight
3 silver tarsk - small sack of salt

______________________________________________

9. SLAVE PRICES

Untrained Slave = 2-5 Copper Tarsks
Work Slaves = 5 Copper Tarsks - 1 silver tarsk
Male Work Slaves = 1 silver tarsk
Pleasure Slave = 2 - 5 silver tarsk
Male Silk Slave = 3 - 6 silver tarsk - (rare breed)
Dance Slave = 4 - 6 Silver Tarsks
Exotic Slave = 8 Silver Tarsks - 1 Gold Tarn
Passion Bred Slave = 6 - 8 Silver Tarsks
Low Caste FW = Up to 2,5 Gold
High Caste FW = Up to 50 Gold

_______________________________________________

ADVERTISEMENTS AND JOB OFFERS

HOUSES FOR RENT IN LANDA II
- Houses in the Landa II  residential area are for rent. The cost is $3 L per prim, for 
example a house with 100 prims would be $300 L per week. You will be charged according 
to how many prims you will need. No more then 150 prims for the smaller ones and the 
bigger houses 200 prims.

If you want to rent a house, please get in touch with Dezire Sciarri. IMs will reach her even 
when offline, or per e-mail  deziresciarri@live.com



SLAVERHOUSE OF YUROKI (HoY)
- We need warriors or mercenaries who can escort our female agents if they need to 
travel.  Four copper coins paid monthly

BANK OF LANDA
 - We need merchants who would be able to establish trading connections with cities which 
use similar coin systems,  such as as Vonda, Rarn, Port Kar, Turia and so on. Two copper 
coins paid monthly. To make your own coins and income would be possible.

CITY OF LANDA

...is recruiting all castes. Lower castes are welcome too!

The city of Landa is looking for an ambassador.

_______________________________________________

OOC ROLEPLAY EXAMPLES

- SLAVE CHORES

A Stolen Kiss

by Lilith, En Fora of House of Yuroki (HoY)

After she awoke this morning she hurried to get washed and dressed. She knew her first 
chore this day was to pick berries in the woods. As she stood in the yard waiting to be 
chained up to the other girls she heard someone called her name: "Lilith, get your ass 
here!" She put down the leather bucket, turned around and kneeled in front of the 
overseer. 

"Mistress has called for you, go!" With a little song on her lips she walked down the 
corridor, happy she avoided this grueling chore in the woods. She arrived at Mistress´room 
and knocked at the door; but nobody answered. She knocked once more - nothing. Now 
she opened the door and tiptoed across the room to Mistress vanity. She watched herself 
in the mirror, sniffed at the scent bottles and powder doses. She seemed to be alone, no 
noise could be heard. She saw Mistress combs on the vanity. They were made of bosks 
horn in different lengths. She took one and saw it was dirty and one of Mistress´ black 
hairs between the teeth. She decided to clean the combs before her Mistress comes back. 

Wrappred in her silks she took the combs with her and walked back to the yard. She went 
to the well, took the water bucket and let it down into the well holding the bucket with a 
rope mounted at the handle. After she noticed there was enough water in the bucket she 
pulled it back and put it on the ground. She decanted some water in a metal dish and put 
some soap flakes in the water. She unwrapped the combs, threw them in the dish, took a 
brush and scrubbed the combs. After they were clean she swilled them down in the clear 
water in the bucket and placed them at a cloth on the edge of the well. Cleaned all combs 
she dried them with her silks and wrapped them again.



She turned around and stood in front of one of the guards. "What a good girl" he said and 
played with one of Mistress combs. She knew him. His name was Rask and he always 
stared at her wherever he saw her. She knelled in front of him and said: "Greetings Master. 
This one was cleaning her Mistress combs and it seems she lost one. May she beg you to 
give it back please?" "You are an unobservant slave", he said, "you earn punishment! Do 
you have any suggestion to put me in a good mood to avoid your punishment?" Even 
though her eyes were lowered, she felt his gaze on her and saw a little smile appearing on 
his face. "Yes Master", she answered. "Follow me" he commanded and went back to the 
corridor. She followed him in the house and knelled again. He grabbed her hair and pulled 
her on her feet. Yelling she tried to step back and all the combs dropped on the floor 
around her. He grabbed her wrists and bend her arms behind her back. She tried to free 
herself but he was strong and she gave up soon. "And now little clumsy slave you will pay 
your inadvertence with a kiss." He pulled her close and pressed his lips against hers. She 
parted her lips and their tongues met in a passionate kiss. He smiled and said: "A kiss like 
milk and honey girl." He threw the comb on the floor and returned to the yard. Collecting all 
the combs she knelled on the floor and saw a slave girl run along the corridor. The girl 
stopped at her side: "Lilith where have you been, Mistress wants you to dress her hair. 
She wrapped the combs in her silks again and returned to Mistress room as fast as 
possible.

Library Dust

by Helen, slave of House of Yuroki (HoY)

[2011-06-06 03:20:15]  helen entered the large library, rep clothes in hand, all set to dust 
every scroll and clean every shelf. Helen stood in the middle of the room, and cast an eye 
about the shelves and shelves of scrolls. She didn’t know where to start.

[2011-06-06 03:25:07]  helen turned to her left and climbed the spiral staircase, taking care 
not to fall off. She decided to start at the top floor and work methodically along the shelves. 
By starting at the top any dust will fall down below, to be picked up later when she 
progressed downstairs.

[2011-06-06 03:28:30]  helen cleaned off the Legal and Laws shelf, then saw the Luther 
Scrolls, and paused. She pulled out a scroll and had a quick look. These are famous and 
she wondered why some people liked them and others didn’t. One day she will find out the 
reasoning of both sides of the debate, but that was not her concern today. She must clean, 
and she put he scroll back and carried on dusting with he rep cloth.

[2011-06-06 03:32:16]  helen was satisfied that all was looking good upstairs, she went 
back down and felt overwhelmed momentarily at the sheer volume of scrolls. She started 
in the rounded corners, and dusted and wiped. Helen marvelled at the curved bookcases, 
the workmanship involved in making them bend to fit the walls was great indeed.

[2011-06-06 03:35:36]  helen resisted the strong urge to read all the scrolls, she make 
quick work in the cleaning of the shelves and corners. She sneezed; the dust had irritated 
her nose. She sneezed again. Finally she finished that last corner. She stood back in the 
middle of the room, rep clothes still in hand, and admired her work.



_______________________________________________

ONLINISM OF THE WEEK

"Bring me paga, beast" I told her, and took in the curves of her body.
The blonde physician raised his hand and spoke at me. "Nay Good Sir," he exclaimed, 
"thou shalt not call this poor simple wretch a beast!"
- White Knight of Gor, page 164

She crawled up on the table in front of him with the pitcher in her delicate hands. "Drink, 
Master?", she asked.
He sat silent a moment, and looked at her. "Slave," he said, "pleasure me in IM"
She shook her head.
"You," said he, "are no slave"
IM Nutjob of Gor, page 1

Yuroki Uriza: where are the slave chores of this week? growls
Lilith Lindley: aehm..
Lilith Lindley: let me search for it my Master
Helen Harbrough: question: will we get feedback on our chores?
Lilith Lindley: good question helen
Yuroki Uriza: yes, i want to publish them in the Ianda times and on the website (Online 
Slaves of Gor, p.234)

“The 600th aphorism of the codes from bettergorean.com allow me to wear black jeans,” 
he began.
Suddenly the air turned an electric blue. I shielded my eyes, and opened them only a few 
minutes later.
I looked down. The man had been struck by the blue flame of the Priest Kings.
- Dress code police of Gor, page 23


